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Stationery companies are trying
to capitalize on people who are 
weary of their electronic 
doodads. They say sales are up.

Article rank 

Write it down: Paper is making a comeback
RETAIL TRENDS

B Y S USAN S EMENAK CanWest News Service

Who would have thought? In this era of PDAs, e-mail attachments and instant
messaging, it looks like plain old paper is making a comeback. Stationery stores
report double-digit increases in the sales of writing journals and paper planners.

DIYplanner.com, a Web site devoted to “paper-based productivity,” promotes the
virtues of note-taking and diary-keeping, with ongoing blog postings about buying
the best chunky pens and finding the “most smooth and delicious” vellum papers.

On public transit, people with iPod buds in their ears and laptops in their
briefcases are scribbling into little notebooks.

The Moleskine, a black-bound journal like the one Vincent Van Gogh kept in his
pocket, and reproduced by Italian company Modo & Modo, has become the latest
fashion accessory among a new generation of sketchers and doodlers.

It’s being heralded as the “back-to-paper movement.”

Maxine Rombout, vice-president of product development at Pierre Belvedere Inc.,
the Montreal-based company that owns the Essence du Papier chain of stationery stores, says a keen interest in
writing papers, journals and pens has led to a “tremendous rebirth in the quality of stationery.”

She reports a “double-digit” increase in sales of journals, notebooks and diaries in the last two to three years, in
the chain’s nine stores in Quebec, Toronto and Vancouver.

The pen business, too, has been strong.

In Toronto recently attending a trade show, Ms. Rombout says she was struck by the wide selection of luxury
papers, not only from old stalwarts in Italy, Germany, the United Kingdom and the United States, but also from
Thailand, India and China, with their bold colours and patterns ranging from modernized damasks to ’70s-style
dots, stripes and prints. There are blank sketchbooks, lined diaries, formatted journals for cooks, entertainers,
moviegoers, travellers and bibliophiles.

Ms. Rombout herself carries a made-in-Italy journal the size of a mouse pad, which fits compactly into her
briefcase. It’s where she keeps notes from her frequent business travels, details of meetings, matters to be
followed up, interesting visual displays at museums, cool stuff in fashion boutiques. She says she’s just too
old-fashioned to keep that stuff in a BlackBerry. Besides, she loves the look and feel of a beautiful journal.

“Perhaps it’s the swing of the pendulum. In a digital age, people want paper because it’s touchable and keepable,”
she says.

That’s precisely what Daniel Warner, a Montreal mechanical engineer with two laptops, a BlackBerry and a video
cellphone, finds most appealing about the notebooks he began carrying around a few years ago. In one, he keeps
appointments, suppliers’ names and phone numbers.

He uses another smaller notebook for personal stuff — sketches for designs, magnificent wines he has just tasted
and the names of movies he wants to rent.

“You can free-flow with pen and paper in a way you can’t on a screen,” Mr. Warner says. “With a stylus and a
keypad you’re focused on the technology instead of what you want to put down.”

Douglas Johnston, a multimedia project manager and founder of the DIY Planner Web site, gave up his Palm Pilot
for a paper planner and a set of index cards in 1998. He calls the newfound interest in journals and planners “a
revolt of tech lovers against their favourite toys.”

Not that he has thrown themall away; Mr. Johnston admits he still uses his Palm for MP3s, e-books and news, and
he’s on his computer nearly 100 hours a week.


